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yes to tanning, no to cancer. curasano spraytan express.
Posted on April 23, 2013 by StylePhantom

is tanning even possible without getting cancer? is anything really possible, without running the risk of getting
some form of the deadly disease? i have the feeling that whatever i do, eat, inhale or drink, – causes a sooner
death. or that’s what we keep reading and hearing about in the news. in the end its probably to scare us away
from some things, and really try keeping us healthy. which is nice. so thank you.

what is possible though, is tanning. yes, getting brown, tan per say, the golden touch, whatever you want to call
it – its possible. and there is no risk involved, if – and only if – you use the right products. indeed. i am talking
about coloring ones own body, looking fabulous like we’ve just been at the beach the past two weeks and not – i
repeat, not – looking like a zebra that has been playing in the mud all day. that is one problem that i have seen
quite a few times, on myself – yes -, and on others. i keep getting stripes of orange and dark brown, so after
trying a few times, and failing each time, i gave up on the idea of looking like i had the time for vacation. sadly.

http://www.curasano.com/en/455/spraytan_express.aspx

until, curasano spraytan express came into my life. and i am so thankful for it, and, let me say: thank you halim
– regional manager of spraytan express. he introduced me to the product by sending me a sample. of course, my
first thought was to share it with you. be it positive or negative, i will tell you my experiences with it.
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it started when i received my packet. i was about as happy as a child, already planning my next post. that is
almost two weeks ago. for one reason, i had a timetable and schedule, full, like no one could imagine. the second
reason, i really did push it. after all that excitement, i was literally scared of using it. i kept thinking of my
previous experiences, the spotted and simultaneously zebra-striped body art. art is one thing, looking like a
zebra, when all you want to be is tan, is not the kind of art i appreciate. so i pushed it, scared as i was.

sunday night i finally pulled myself together. totally forgot, i should show you a before picture. so here (above) is
a quick shot, rather unprofessional and not quite so attractive selfie i quickly took. but what one can see, from
miles away – is the paleness that has me covered. or better, the tan that is clearly missing. the winter has really
been too long this year.

after watching the instruction video several times, i put up my hair and started spraying. thankfully, i also
received the sponge-like glove which i used to rub my skin once more, just to make sure, that i would surely not
look like a zebra. the video also hinted using a hairdryer for quicker drying, although the spraytan does dry quite
quickly. either way, i wanted no risk, and dried myself thoroughly with warm air. nice effect – you wont become
cold whilst waiting. instantly, i looked a little more tan:
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as you can see, another “great” selfie. curious to see what happens if i wait, i started cleaning the room, did my
nails, read magazines, you get it – the usual. after about an hour i still looked nicely tan, not too much, not too
little. but going to bed was another problem. ive had my experiencing of looking fabulous going to bed, right
after using self-tanning lotion, waking up to look like the zebra, spotted and stripped.

i surely was shocked when i woke up monday morning, to see my face was darker than expected. though, it
turned out to be a great yummy mixture of moist, sweat and tanning spray. or so i suppose. after a quick face
wash i looked fresh again. still tan. still good.
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so here it is. the morning after, the no make up, the spray-tanned me. concluding to this long post, the more or
less step by step lessons of my being scared of spraytanning to the final result, i am amazed. i have, the first
time ever, managed to get a glow tan. with no stripes.

as one can see i only did my upper body, i.e. – face, neck, chest area & arms. scared of getting stripes
everywhere, i decided to only risk one half of me. next comes the second step, filling in the lower part – so that –
the glow-tanning me can wear skirts and dresses and look like i’ve just been in vacation.
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to round it up, here is all the information, a little more compact to end it. until the next time; besos to all. and
yes, i do recommend this product to everyone looking for a great tan, not wanting to run the risk of cancer, not
wanting to look like a zebra (yes i know, stripes are THE thing right now), and not having time to stand around
five hours to “dry”.

“General Info:

The quickest way for a nice smooth tone in one minute without spots and stripes.
Curasano Spraytan Express is a high quality, natural spray that is specifically designed to provide a healthy and
quick way to a beautiful, smooth bronzed tint all year round.
Aloe VeraAfter applying the durable selftanning mist you will immediately obtain a beautifully bronzed glow.
During the following hours this selftanning solution will continue to evolve and the obtained bronzed tan will
remain visible for several days, equal to the natural tanning process.
Curasano® Spraytan Express is recommended by dermatologists and skin specialists. GingsengCurasano®
Spraytan Express is the healthy and safe alternative to obtain a beatiful and smooth bronzed tan without having
to expose yourself to the harmful UV-rays of the sun or a solarium.
Advantages of Curasano Spraytan Express
    Ensures an immediate beautifully bronzed tan.
    Nourishes the skin with a rich composition with Aloe Vera, Vitamin-E, Ginseng, …
    Easy to apply.
    Natural and longlasting effect.
    Healthy and safe treatment for the skin.
    Dermatologically tested, suitable for all skin types.
    Fantastic feeling, you will feel and look good !
    Smooth coverage without stripes or spots.
    Odorless and does not contain any preservatives.
    The healthy alternative to sunrays or sunbeds.
    Dries fast without spots.
    May be used frequently.
    Up to 60 treatments of face, neck and décolleté.”
and for more information: www.spraytanexpress.de | http://www.curasano.de
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